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ABSTRACT
The Game industry in developing countries such as Indonesia was usually categorized as a small industry.
Developers needed to find efficient techniques to make addictive games without having to spend many
resources to overcome the complexity of the art and music. The purpose of this research was to seek and
define the importance of colour as one of many aspects in designing a game for consumers and how it
contributed to intensifying their engagement in games. The results showed discrete proof on how players of
a certain age have different colour perceptions. In order to stimulate excitement while playing the game,
the study showed that colour could be used to convey information. In conclusion, the results showed
interesting facts about the correlation of colour and type of games.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The gaming industry plays an important role in the world economy. The growth of the global
gaming industry revenue in 2006-2007 reached 28.4% [1]. On the contrary, the movies and music
industries witnessed a fall in their revenues up to as much as -10%. The game market was not
even shaken by the darkening of the 2008 global economic situation. With a growth of 13% that
reached to a total value of $1.33bn, the year 2008 was known as a record-breaking year for the
game market in the US [2].
Among the Asian countries, where online game penetration is considered low, Indonesia may be
placed as having the highest growth in the game industry. This indicator served as a sign of a high
growth of what makes up the game components such as design, content provider, hardware,
reusable software, etc. Furthermore, a non-profit organization that served as an association for the
multimedia industry has recently started up the first rendering farm in Indonesia. Although the
operational cost was forecasted to be higher than the association could afford, its chairman was
confident that donations from potential users would exceed the break-even operational cost of
5,000 USD per month [4]. This courage indicated an initial stage in the boom of the digital
animation industry in Indonesia.
Game developers in Indonesia were usually home-based and categorized as small industries.
Nevertheless, some of them were hired by international game sponsors. The developers in
Indonesia still met with some obstacles regarding the development of online games. As it was
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stated at the Indonesian Game Developers Gathering, some of the obstacles were not the
innovations or creativity of the developer, but rather the funding support, marketing strategy, and
also support from the Indonesian Government [3]. This suggested that there was a need to have
some knowledge in designing low-cost, yet entertaining games.
Within the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), many design strategies had been created
by a number of experts such as, the Eight Golden Rules by Ben Shneiderman, Norman Principle
of Design by Don Norman, Nielsen Heuristic by Jakob Nielsen, and many more. All of these
rules were designed to be used in certain situations such as how colour should be used to avoid
the user pressing a wrong button, how a natural set of an interface gave natural interaction for
users to navigate, and how accessibility options could provide the users with computing tasks in
different environments.
However, little study has been done on HCI knowledge for games, especially in Indonesia where
the game industry was in its infancy. Knowledge on how users perceived games could help to
design an attractive game that could draw attention to many players from different backgrounds.
We assumed that a black and white coloured game would not attract too much attention for the
players who see it (even though the gameplay was exciting) compared to a game that provides the
player with a variety of colour schemes in their game. We observed that games for toddlers had
different colour attributes than those for young adults. On the other hand, games with
monochromatic colour schemes with less variety in the game that had many kinds of detail (e.g.
shading, shadow, texture, detailed building, flashy gun effect, motion blur, etc.) attracted teens
and young adults, who loved to go for a challenge or had a sense of adventure and exploration.
Noticing this condition we viewed an opportunity to find and gather all available resources and
knowledge that other researchers had achieved, and combined it into one source in a way that
game developers, researchers, and enthusiasts could see the results of the findings as their
guideline to make the games. The purpose of this research was to seek and define the importance
of colour as one of many aspects in designing games for consumers.
The following were the variables that we collected:
1. The age group/classification based on the Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB)
Rating given to every game.
2. The rank given to any game is based on the score given by the professional game critics
and by the game players
3. Three age group ratings, namely Teen, Mature, and Everyone.
4. 60 different games will be used as input samples, with 10 screenshots from each game
taken randomly from the games.
Colour matrix data was using HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) that was converted from RGB
colour spaces. The colours were extracted using ImageJ, a Free Image Processor that was
developed using Java. The result data consisted of numbers that represented the HSV for each
genre and range of colours for each genre.

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Usually, game developers in Indonesia started their companies with less than 5 persons. With
limited background in designing good interfaces and preparing colour schemes, the game
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developers needed some time to do constant research for good colour schemes or interfaces on
their games. This situation took time to get good results and also required a lot of funding.
Since the government only gave their support to creating the competition such as the Indonesian
ICT Awards (INAICTA), instead of giving funding directly to the industry, this would only give
game developers in Indonesia one choice and that is to fund for themselves in order to get the
game company started.

2.1 Government Support for the Game Industry in Indonesia
The Indonesian Government only gave limited interest to the gaming industries [4, 5]. This fact
can be seen in the Creative Industry’s average income from 2002 until 2006 which was around
USD 8.7 billion or around 4.7% of the GDP. The Creative Industries consisted of Fashion,
Traditional Handicraft, Research and Development, and 12 other industries namely
Advertisement, Architecture, Arts, Theatre, Design, Software Development, Film, Music,
Television and Radio, Publisher, Toys and Video Games.
These twelve (12) industries were categorized only to provide 10% of the Creative Industry’s
GDP Furthermore; the order also represented the annual income of each class. Lack of promotion
was one of many reasons that the game industry only gave a small income compared to the whole
of the creative industries. The game market in Indonesia was dominated by games from America,
Japan, Korea and Europe. A recent interview with Toge production, one of the game developers
in Indonesia, stated that they were eager to release their game on Indonesia’s market since it was
easier to make a game with an international flavour and also easier to find sponsors in
international markets; Toge preferred to release their game overseas rather than in Indonesia.
The Government support on eliminating pirated software was also minimal for the benefit of the
game developer. This situation made the game developer prefer to sell to the international market
to release their games.
Seeing the growth of Internet usage around the world, the American Game Developers tried to
face these problems via online access features. Some Game Developers such as, Treyarch and
Infinity Wards, who developed the Call of Duty Franchise game, used the internet as their main
weapon to fight back the hijacked version of their games. They implemented the online
multiplayer game that could only be played online; a lobby called Steam that was developed by
Valve. Despite all of these efforts, the games keep being hijacked and even hackers create their
own Private servers in order to get Multiplayer features to work.
Pirated games being shared easily either on the internet or by using a flash disk or external hard
drive, is not the case of Online Games in Indonesia. Online games have what we call a client in
order for the gamer to play the game. With the full game located on the public server and not
easily being hijacked, online games is a better choice for game publishers such as lyto,
bolehgame, etc. to invest their money. Still, the Online Games that are legal in Indonesia are
mainly dominated by Games from Korea and China such as Ragnarok online, Seal Online,
Gunbound, etc. The Good point about having these online games is that all of their features are
kept on the server and can only be accessed using client games distributed freely from the game
publisher or it can be downloaded from the website or bought with a very cheap price, which
never exceeds Rp. 5,000. Sadly, seeing these markets full of overseas competitors makes the local
game developers struggle on their own especially in terms of financial issues. The reason why
there are so many online games from Korea is because their government supports them. In 2008
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the Korean Minister of Culture, Sports, and Tourism invested around $200 billion in South
Korea’s game industry until 2012 and reached a yearly export target of approximately $3.36
billion [6][7]. Having their government support them, their goal of exporting their game had a
strong impact on the market of online games in Indonesia. The increasing internet penetration in
Indonesia also helped the Online Game market’s demand to increase exponentially. The data in
Table 1 shows that there are 17 online game publishers in Indonesia and they have published
more than 30 games so far and are still increasing year after year. As seen in the table, there are
only three (3) games that were developed by Indonesians and they are bl@zz World, Nusantara
Online, and Lilo Online.
The Number of Gamers that were counted by one of the Online Game publishers in Indonesia
shows that there were 6 million gamers who registered on their server [6]. Seeing the fact that
those numbers only counted one of the publishers in Indonesia -where we have more than 15
Game Publishers that provide online game services- means we could assume that Indonesia has
more than six(6) million gamers, whether it is an Online Gamer or Offline Gamer, not to mention
Facebook gamers as well. Given that scenario, it paves the way for an opportunity for game
developers in Indonesia to develop and invest in the gaming industry. The number of game
developers in Indonesia is still increasing whether they are professional or amateur game
developers. The professional game developers that contribute greatly in Indonesia are not many
and they are as follows: Altermyth Studio, Manticore Studio, Agate Studio, Toge Production and
Divine Kids.

2.2 Problems with the Current Games Looking at things from another point of view we can
ask ourselves why Indonesian games that have been published on the market are not well
accepted by most Indonesian people. There are several Games trying to penetrate the Indonesian
market today as the rivals of overseas games. These games such as: Nusantara Online, and Lilo
City.

2.2.1 Nusantara Online
One of the most popular online Indonesian games is Nusantara Online. This Game was developed
by Sangkuriang Studio and Telegraph Studio. Sangkuriang Studio has sole responsibility for
developing the engine while the other studio develops the game play and the Art Assets of the
game. This game was finally released on 25th February 2010. Despite being successful in
publishing a game that uses the online community as its basis, this game has drawn many kinds of
controversies. On the game developer side, this game could embrace 3D as its graphic engine and
use the internet as its basis. But, on the other hand, on the customer side this game has drawn too
many critics especially due to its graphics. This situation generally is caused by the influence of
today’s graphics style. Many critics say that this game comes with poor quality graphics
compared to ones that are already on the market and furthermore, the critics stated that the game
lacked the 3D aspect.

2.2.2 Lilo City
Lilo city is another popular online Indonesian game. Unlike Nusantara Online which has many
critics, this game won an award at INAICTA 2008.[8]Despite winning the award, Lilo online has
a lack of gameplay and interactivity since the game is only proposed as Virtual World Simulation.
The players only have the capability for chatting and walking around the city game world.
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2.3 Opportunity Analysis
Based on the Indonesian Game Catalogue there are more than 20 game developers that exist in
Indonesia and all of them can be found in just 3 places: Jakarta, Bandung, and Jogjakarta [9].
Considering the total number of gamers which exceed 6 million players, and who love to play
online games, the game developers could earn large revenues by selling their games on the
Indonesian game market. Instead of publishing their games on the Indonesian market they just
went directly to the internet. They tend to go directly to the internet because it pays higher than
does selling it directly on the Indonesian market.
Main Games Studio is a game and animation studio located in Jakarta that once made a simple
online game for a British website Miniclick. With only 2 persons needed to build the advert
Online Game and a time frame of 1 month, this studio sold the game for $6,500. A large amount
for just an advert game where the main purpose of the developers is advertising their game with
only a point and click game that uses the character and logo of the sponsor [9]. Seeing this
possibility, with a small and very skilled human resource, an Indonesian game studio/developer
could create a game that would sell well in Indonesia rather than overseas. To help ‘newbie’,
game developers recently graduated from college or amateur game developers with only 2 to 4
persons on their team, developing a good guide has become a must for them. Creating a guide
will help them produce a better game in no time. With an improvement in development time they
can sell their game quickly and they will be able to produce more games than others who do not
use the guide.

2.4 Game Design Essentials
Sid Meier, the father of the civilization game said in an interview that the starting point of a
game designer when he wants to design a game is making a one sentence statement but it should
not have any bond into the genre yet as well as the platform that should be used. By doing so, the
possibility of creating more unique gameplay is greater. After the statement of the game is
created, the team should discuss the best method to bring the game to reality. [10] Even though
making a statement like Sid Meier did is a good idea, working through many possible ways is
also acceptable.
There are three (3) points that should be considered when designing a game; they are Gameplay,
Technology, and Story. All games need these 3 points, but, arranging the order of these
components differently needs a different approach to maintaining the project.
2.4.1 Gameplay
One of the starting points when designing a game is by knowing what the game should do when
being played by the players. A statement such as “Let’s make a Racing Game!” or “It’s a first
person shooter like Doom!” [11] Has also worked out well in the industry. This starting point is
the most common way that game designers will design their game for the market. After the
gameplay is decided the technology regarding the kind of engine that will be used is discussed.
Not every gameplay needs a 3D engine to be realized as a game. Angry Bird is one of the games
that still use a cartoon 2D engine as its game engine; there is no great difference visually whether
the game is rendered on 2D or 3D.
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2.4.2 Technology
Preparing the technology first to be developed and ready such as a game engine is a fairly
common occurrence in designing games. The engine could come from the development team’s
first project or an “updated” version of an old engine or from a group of experimental researchers
that has expertise in a certain field such as Physics calculation, Artificial Intelligence, 3D Real
time, Render Engine, etc. By preparing the game engine first instead of the gameplay reduces the
options of the gameplay, since there are some functions that the engine could not perform
2.4.3 Story
Each game must have a storyline, and the addressed problems are whether the storyline is clearly
stated from the beginning up until the very end; and if it is interesting and able to attract the
player; and if it is correlated to the main theme of the game. Starting game development by
creating the story first is the less common way of creating a game, but will result in the game
having strong story development. By developing the story first the story designer does not only
think about how the movement of the story will be developed but also how the player/s could
interact through the story and whether the player/s has/have the ability to twist the story as the
player/s interact/s within what the players want[11].

2.5 The Importance of Colour in Designing a Game
A good set of colour palettes is a part of what makes games memorable. It also helps players
express themselves and players can pick and settle down with their personal favourites to use as
they grow more attached to the character and the game as a whole. It is also important for
presentations where people are able to see colours other than the standard 1P and 2P palettes,
something as simple character colour can add a lot to the player’s enjoyment of the game.
Designing a Game is considered as the process of designing the rules on how to play; Richard
Rouse III said game design is design that will determine every detail of how the gameplay will
function.
According to Bangemann, there are 2 classifications for a colour when being used while
designing a game, Distinct Colour and Colour Situation [1].

Figure 1. Examples of Distinct Colour and Colour Situation
(source: www.HowToNotSuckAtGameDesign.com )

A distinct colour is a colour that can be easily recalled in one’s daily conversation, so a primary
colour on the Colour Wheel may also be called a Distinct Colour because we know the name of
the colour verbally. A secondary colour can also be recognized as a Distinct Colour; on the other
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hand a tertiary colour can partly be recognized as a distinct colour. The combination of 2/3 red
colour and 1/3 Yellow colour can be called orange, while the combination of the 1/3 Red colour
and 2/3 Yellow colour could also be called orange. That is why the tertiary colours are hard to
recognize as distinct colours. But even though tertiary colours are generally hard to recognize as
distinct colours there are some that can be so recognized, and they are brown, pink, flesh colour
(or skin colour), silver, gold, turquoise and rainbow colour (primary and secondary colours in
sequence), sepia and khaki.

Figure 2. Example of using the Distinct Colour (source:
www.HowToNotSuckAtGameDesign.com )

Another Classification of colour is the Colour Situation. In contrast to Distinct Colour, the Colour
Situation impacts more on the subconscious level of the player rather than being recognized as
part of everyday speech. The reflection of light, the combination of colour, and the complexity of
the hue, etc, combined become one and try to stimulate the player’s brain. That is where the
colour situation comes into play. For example, the vibrant colours of an inhabited island with a
combination of green and fruity colours indicate that there is a life form on that island or
indicate that someone could survive on that island. On the contrary, a de-saturated environment,
gray scenery, or a monochromatic colour scheme emphasizes that the player is at a stage
wherein there are ruins or the player is about to enter to an evil lair. Another example is the use
of Monochromatic Red to emphasize a dramatic scene, using bright red on screen to emphasize a
hit or an attack; red is used to symbolize pain on the surrounding screen since it represents blood.
All of these kinds of examples are something that has been recorded into players’ subconscious
minds and players’ real life situations. The right tool to control the mood and to trigger it back is
manipulating the Colour Situation.

Figure 3. Implementation on Colour Situation concept (source:
www.HowToNotSuckAtGameDesign.com )
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Research Method
The methodology that was used in this research was descriptive and exploratory. The way of
collecting data in a descriptive manner was done by collecting numerical data on existing objects
(in this case a Game). Using colour as the basis of research, the data collected were numerous
types of screenshots of the game itself extracted using Image processor software via histogram
data. One image was extracted into 3 types of colour channels, namely Red, Green, Blue and
every channel’s data was extracted using a Histogram. The exploratory methodology that was
used in this research was in collecting information and knowledge related to the scope of the
research. The collection of information and knowledge was completed using literature research,
interviews, and observations through existing systems. The literature research was conducted by
reading books, journals, articles, and scientific papers. Practitioners of the game industry in
Indonesia were also requested to collect data on the problems that they experienced while making
games. On observing the existing system, reading the user reviews of the system was utilised, in
this case a specific game. Another way of observing the existing games was by looking at the
game reviews giving the top ten ranks in each genre and seeing the cumulative rating that users
give to certain games from more than one source.

3.2 Population and Sampling
The population of respondents of the interview are practitioners of the game industry in Jakarta.
Furthermore, game players were also interviewed.

Figure 4. The Pyramid of gamer classification (source: www.industrygamers.com)

DFC, the writer on www.industrygamers.com divides gamers into 3 categories, namely Hard
Core Gamer, Moderate Gamer, and Mass Market Gamer. The division can be seen in Figure 4
where Hard Core Gamers have a 10 – 20% proportion on the peak of pyramid, 15 – 30% of the
moderate gamers sits in the middle, and the mass market takes the largest proportion at the base
of the pyramid.
On sampling the data, the images were taken using screenshots a feature found in every game that
exists on the market today. The screenshot was from a game session that a player had while
playing the game. Thus, the extracted screenshot emphasized the player’s view of the game. The
screenshot samples that were taken were based on users’ reviews and rankings of the game on
game reviewer websites. More than one game reviewer website was sampled and the average
rank was calculated to account for the different tastes of every individual user reviewer when
seeing the image. After the average rating was measured, the top ten ranked games were sampled
and measured.
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3.2 Data Collection Method and Design
The data collection method that was used to carry out this research was data sampling using
screenshots of every game grouped into each genre. The resultant data were based on every
genre. The game that was sampled was among the top ten most popular games that were listed in
several top ten rank game reviews on the internet. On every web game reviewer site there are a
number of ratings that show how good the game is and the review of the game itself. There are 2
kinds of reviews: one from the website owner and the other comes directly from the users
themselves who give their own opinions about the game and also a rating for it. The games that
were sampled were the ones that were rated by the users in order to obtain what gamers see
about these games directly. The minimum number of games that were used as samples for each
genre was 10 and for each game the minimum number of screenshots taken was also 10. By doing
so the accuracy of the results is more reliable for the market because there is a reason why the
games are played by so many people worldwide.
Screenshots were gathered either directly from the computer or taken from the users who took
screenshots of the screen while playing. The maximum amount of screenshots per game
numbered15 pictures. Each picture was divided into 3 channels, Red Channel, Green Channel,
and Blue Channel using ImageJ free image processor. On every channel, the histogram data was
extracted and every channel’s tabular data measured from level 0 – level 255 of the colour
intensity for each pixel.
The Collected data was processed in 2 separate ways. First, the data that was collected was
transferred into excel format and used to search for the MEAN from the extracted pictures’ data
for every channel. MEAN data is calculated using the Mathematical Formula in figure 5 to
convert the calculated RGB channel into an HSV channel [25]

Figure 5. The RGB to HSV formula

Second, the authors calculated the MEAN for every channel and for every frame of the pictures
that were extracted. Each picture’s RGB channel was converted into an HSV channel. After the
HSV channel was converted, the MEAN of the HSV was calculated. By performing the
calculation on both approaches the authors wanted to find the difference in the results of both,
and calculate the real average number of the HSV channel. The RGB Channel data that was
collected was not only used for conversion into the HSV channel but was also used to analyze the
colour information of every game genre. In analyzing the colour information the authors hope to
find the unique characteristics of every game genre.
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4. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
By using 600 data frames that have been gathered from the game as the main resources, the
authors want to prove/find the following:
1. Colour is an important aspect in designing a good game
2. Colour can be used as a tool to enhance the excitement of a game
3. Optimal colour usage analysis on intense and non-intense environment in designing a
game shows an effect on stimulating the excitement of players in a game.
The data were processed using an image software editor called ImageJ. All 600 frames of screen
shots, the RGB Channel Histogram, the RGB Mean and Standard Deviation results were
extracted and converted into HSV.

4.1 Statistical Data Analysis
The data sampling methodology for sampling the frame data used score rankings on game
reviewer websites where the scores of the games that had been gathered from many popular game
critic websites were summarized from the point of view of game critics and the players
themselves. Thus, using the scores as the matrices on data sampling, the top twenty ranks of the
game were selected on each of 3 kinds of rating, namely Mature (M), Teen (T), and Everyone
(E).
Table 1. Data Collection Results

Table 1 shows all the types of information that have been gathered through the process. HSV will
be used as the main metric for this analysis from here onwards.
The processed result will be divided into several groups, namely Age Group, Rank Group, and
Scene Group.
4.1.1 Intense and Non-Intense Environment Analysis
In this analysis, the frame data were divided into age groups based on the ESRB Rating (M, T,
and E). In order to prove one of the hypotheses “Colour could be used as a tool to enhance the
excitement of a game,” a T-Test was used to see the differences in the data. If the differences
existed in the data, it could be concluded that the colour usage changes between intense scene and
non-intense scene enhances the excitement of the game. Intense scenes are a collection of several
10
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types of scenes such as, battle scenes, chasing scenes, boss scenes, etc. while non-intense scenes
include the following but are not limited to exploring scenes, scene dialogues, and scene options.
Table 2. Environment Data Comparison Results.

The T-Test in Table 2 indicates that EVERYONE has the biggest difference between Intense and
Non-Intense Scenes, because most of the T-Test results were higher than two (2).It means that
differences exist for whole population and not only for the sample.
4.1.2 Age Group RGB Histogram Analysis
In this analysis the sample that was used was the Histogram that was extracted directly from the
frame data, which was the RGB data. These patterns cannot be seen until the RGB Histogram
data were joined together into one document. The Pattern on the Histogram shows us that most of
the M rating games have the tendency to be less colourful. These can be seen on each M Ratings
frame’s histogram, where there are fewer differences between each frame. Most of the RGB
11
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Colours are located between levels 20 – 110, with some of them located on the upper level
however; the number/frequency is low. On the other hand the E rating game data frame shows a
big difference in the pattern. Each part of the E Rating Histogram data is different from each
other. These conditions show that E rating games have big varieties in terms of choosing the
colour. While the E rating games show significant changes among each of the frames the T
Rating games show fewer changes than the E Rating games but have more changes than the M
Rating games. Thus, the order from fewest to most having changes in their histograms are M, T,
E. in other words the T Rating games are the transitions between M and E Rating games

Figure 6. The Comparison Example of the Age Group Histogram games
(Top Left: M, Right: E, Mid: T)

4.1.3 Top ten rank and age group comparison analysis
In this analysis the data was grouped based on their Age Group/Age Rating (The M, T, and E
ESRB Rating) and categorized based on each rank that was given by the website reviewer. So
after the data were categorized in each rank, nine (9) graphs were extracted as the result of the
data. Each graph represents HUE, SATURATION, and VALUE respectively for each Age
Group/Rating.
4.1.3.1 HUE comparison results
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show that the differences in the HUE usage emerged when the data was
divided into each respective rank. The ranges of colours on the graph data show that the TEEN
(T) Rating games have the widest ranges of colour usage when compare to the MATURE and
EVERYONE ratings.
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Figure 7. HUE on Age Group (E Rating) and Rank Comparison Data
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Figure 8. HUE on Age Group (M Rating) and Rank Comparison Data
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Figure 9. HUE on Age Group (T Rating) and Rank Comparison Data

4.1.3.2 SATURATION comparison analysis
Figures 10, 11 and 12 on the SATURATION graph data show that the EVERYONE (E) rating
has the most Vibrant Colours on its games. The MATURE (M) rating has the less vibrant colour
than the other graph data because most of the data remained below 0.2 levels of saturation while
majority of the data ended on 0.3 levels, thus, making the colours look grayish and less colourful
than the others. While on the other hand the TEEN (T) rating games have shown a little bit more
vibrancy for some than the M rating games. This implies that some of the games are quite similar
to the M rating games, meaning, game designers creating games for teenagers could use several
approaches used from both kids and young adults.
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Figure 13. VALUES on Age Group and Rank Comparison Data (E Rating)
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Figure 14. VALUES on Age Group and Rank Comparison Data (M Rating)
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Figure 15. VALUES on Age Group and Rank Comparison Data (T Rating)

5. DISCUSSION
The topics that will be presented in this discussion are nonetheless the whole correlation between
the Colour and the Age Group, thus this correlation affects the excitement of the game or not, and
the importance of playing with colours when designing the game. It will be divided into the
following:
1. Evaluation of the colour measurement standard between RGB and HSV
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2. Colour having an effect on the stimulation of excitement when playing games at a
certain age.

5.1 Evaluation on the Colour measurement standard
It has been ascertained that a game designer will find that using RGB as the measurement for
evaluating colours may be less confusing or frustrating when wanting to pick a colour for a
design. This result could be found using the VARIANCE test that has been measured from 600
data frames that have been extracted from 60 games
Table 3. RGB Comparison table on MEAN and VARIANCE results

Table 4. HSV Comparison table on MEAN and VARIANCE results

Table 3 and 4 show that the VARIANCE Results on RGB are more stable than HSV since it can
be seen that the results are similar, comparing them to the HSV results that have quite a large
differences on the VARIANCE result. This result could be caused by the same metrics that the
RGB has which range from 0 to 255. While the HSV has different metrics on each variable it has,
the HUE has Radiant or Degree as the metrics, the Saturation has 0 – 1 as the metrics, while the
Value has percentage as the metrics. The Graph Comparison Test between ranks on the same
variable with certain patterns has been done to strengthen the proof, the pattern is:
1. Rank 1 Vs Rank 10
2. Rank 2 Vs Rank 9
3. Rank 3 Vs Rank 8
4. Rank 4 Vs Rank 7
5. Rank 5 Vs Rank 6
Using a T-Test as the comparison tool, the purpose of this test is to see which one is more stable
between RGB and HSV using the same sample but with different variables. Figure 16 shows the
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result of the test. Similar to the previous result between RGB and HSV on VARIANCE tests, this
T-Test shows that RGB demonstrates more stability than HSV based on the graph’ movement.

Figure 16. RGB and HUE T-Test Results (Per Rank)

The comparison results in graph 16 between High-Rank games and Low-Rank games show that
High-Rank games have distinct colour properties compared with the Low-Rank games.
Therefore, this proves the aim of this research that choice of colour has a direct relationship to or
correlation with the rank of the game. However, the observation method cannot be obtained by
using the T-Test results of the HUE, so RGB was used instead.
5.2. The Colour has an effect on stimulating the excitement in playing games
The analysis in table 3 (Environment Data Comparison) shows that colour has an effect on
stimulating the excitement of players while playing games. Using a T-Test as the comparison
formula, the results show that the E rated games demonstrate a difference between an intense
scene and non-intense scene. The T-Test results in table 3 show that two out of three variables
tested for each Age group demonstrate a difference greater than two (2), This suggests that colour
does have an effect on the excitement level of the game, especially for games that are designed to
be played by Everyone, including children.
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Table 5. T-Test Results on Comparison between Intense and Non-Intense Scenes per Age Group

While the E Rating games show a significant result in stimulating excitement by changing the
scene of the game, the T rating games and M rating games show that there is only a small
difference which exists between the Intense and Non-Intense scene. On the T rating it shows that
the T Rating Game has a wider choice of HUE or type of colour. As is stated in Table 5, the TTest results on HUE value on T Rating shows 1.015 and on M rating shows 0.715. Seeing these
result, between T rating and M rating colour has less priority in designing a game. But, colour
indeed has an effect on stimulating the excitement. This is simultaneously important and not-so
important. It is not so important in the sense that it contributes to the gameplay, but something as
simple as character colour palettes can add a lot to the player’s enjoyment of the game.

6. CONCLUSION
Making a game cannot be based on exact theories. It should go through cycles of research,
testing, and the incorporation of new ideas. There are many factors that can affect a good game.
Fun is what is to be achieved in making a game so that people can get excited playing it. There is
no other reason for people to play the game other than to have some fun.
The fun of the game can sometimes be the X-factor that can only be felt by particular people.
Nevertheless, there are still ways to achieve that through upgrading the other factors that affect
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the game such as, game play, visuals, storyline, etc. Ideas are found to play quite a big part in
creating that fun factor. Unique, fresh, and new ideas should be added to the game.
The results of this research have shown along with observation results prove that colour is one of
the important aspects in designing an interesting game to meet the needs of today’s gamers. With
the improvement of technology, both in computer hardware and software, the demand for
making more interesting games with interesting visuals is increasing. The increase in demand in
the game industry has led the game designer to create a more visually appealing game in order to
compete with others. So, using Distinct Colour and Colour Situations could help the game
designer create a game that could indulge and stimulate excitement in the gamer/player’s mind
and try to simulate the same situation for the player with the situation inside the game, so the
game could have a more realistic nature.
Both RGB and HSV were the variables chosen to represent colour and also have great importance
in their own way. But for a game designer, who likes to design game levels and combine them
with colours to create colour scripts in order to help the 2D artists, RGB should be used as the
tool to choose colour because RGB has more stable variables than HSV. But, for a measurement
tool to check colour differences between each scene HSV is the most suitable variable. Hue,
Saturation and Value could be used as measurements, because instead of pointing the combined
value of Red, Green, and Blue on the RGB Colour Model which has many combinations, the
HSV Colour Model has all the colours along with Saturation and Value.
Game developers can collaborate with the government to promote their games, while at the same
time enliven Indonesian culture. This mutualism could support the game developers in
overcoming their funding problems. Apart from funding, it is clear that game developers also
have problems marketing their products.
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